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SECTION 5 SECTION 5 !! LINK LAYER P CHANNEL AND R CHANNEL PROTOCOLS LINK LAYER P CHANNEL AND R CHANNEL PROTOCOLS

5.1 GGENERALENERAL

5.1.1 The P and R channels are used for signalling and data communications in the to-aircraft and
from-aircraft directions, respectively.  Data transmission on the R channel is restricted to short messages (less
than 33 octet link service data units (LSDUs)).  This section of the guidance material describes issues related
to the R and the P channel link layer protocols.

5.2 SUSU SET GENERATION SET GENERATION

5.2.1 In both the aircraft earth station (AES) and the ground earth station (GES) link layers, an
SU set cannot be generated from a received LIDU as described in [Part I, 5.3.2.3] until a reference number
is assigned to it.  Except, for system table broadcast LIDUs and LIDUs received from the circuit-mode service
entities to be transmitted, either on the R channel at the AES, or the P channel at the GES.  System table
broadcast LIDUs do not require reference numbers.  Circuit-mode services LIDUs are assigned application
reference numbers by the circuit-mode service entities at the AES and the GES, thus an SU set is generated
upon receipt of the LIDU.  For all LIDUs exchanged between the link layer, at the AES or the GES, and any
of its service users no formats have been specified in the SARPs.  Such formats are implementation
dependent.

5.2.2 When an LIDU received from the subnetwork layer is assigned a reference number, the
LSDU of the LIDU is encoded in the data field of the ISU/SSU(s) of a P channel SU set or in the data field
of the SUs of an R channel SU set.  The number of SUs needed in the SU set depends on the LSDU length.
Each SU, except the last one, will contain the maximum permitted number of user data octets.  The number
of user data octets in the last SU which belong to the set may have less than the maximum length.  In a
P channel SU set, the number of octets in the final SU (ISU or SSU) is encoded in the “No of octets in the
final SSU” field of the ISU.  On the R channel, the number of octets in the last SU is encoded in the SU's
“SU type” field ([Part I, Appendix C, Item 67]).

5.3 SUSUS TRANSMISSION ACCORDING TO PRECEDENCES TRANSMISSION ACCORDING TO PRECEDENCE

5.3.1 At the AES and the GES, in order to meet the SUs transmission requirements of
[Part I, 5.8.2.3] the R and P channel protocols may employ several first-in-first-out (FIFO) queues, one
queue per valid Q number, to store the SUs prior to transmission.  For the R channel, the SUs of an SU set
would be queued according to the ascending order of their sequence indicators ([Part I, Appendix C,
Item 58]).  For the P channel, the SUs of an SU set would be queued with the ISU, or RTX SU for a
retransmission set, first followed by the SSUs according to the descending order of the SSUs sequence
numbers.  At the instance of transmission, an SU would be selected from the highest priority queue with one
or more SUs in it.

5.4 PP CHANNEL PROTOCOL CHANNEL PROTOCOL

5.4.1 The P channel link layer protocol is used in the to-aircraft direction for processing the
transmission of 1) the LIDUs received from the GES management, 2) the LIDUs received from the
circuit-mode services with routing parameters indicating transmission on the P channel, and 3) all LIDUs
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received from the subnetwork layer.  The P channel protocol reliable link service (RLS) is used for processing
the transmission of the LIDUs received from the subnetwork layer only.  The transmission of all other LIDUs
is processed according to the P channel protocol direct link service (DLS).  The P channel is also used for the
transmission of the following link layer signalling SUs: 

a) T channel reservation (RES) and reservation forthcoming (RFC) SUs associated with
the T channel reservation protocol [Part I, 6];

b) T channel acknowledgement (TACK) SU; and

c) R channel acknowledgement (RACK) SU.

The above SUs are transmitted in accordance with the P channel protocol DLS service.

5.4.2 At a given time, the P channel protocol may be processing the transmission of several LSDUs
(a reference number has been assigned and an SU set has been generated from each LIDU to transmit the
LSDU).  However, for RLS, at each Q number only one LSDU of the LSDUs destined to the same AES is
permitted to be in process for transmission at one time.  The other RLS LSDUs with the same Q number and
destined to the same AES will be stored until the transmission of the current LSDU at that Q number is over,
either successfully or unsuccessfully.  Thus, at the AES, only one RLS SU set per Q number could be in the
reassembly process at a given time and the AES will discard an incomplete RLS SU set if it starts receiving
another RLS SU set with the same Q number and a different reference number.  After either a successful or
an unsuccessful transmission of an SU set, the GES link layer releases all link layer resources associated with
that SU set, i.e. the assigned reference number, activated timers, memory allocation, etc.

5.4.3 For RLS, the P channel protocol implements a selective-repeat-ARQ scheme for error
control.  Accordingly, upon transmitting an SU set the GES expects to receive a P channel acknowledgement
(PACK) SU from the AES.  The PACK SU may indicate either complete or incomplete reception of the SU
set using its acknowledgement control field.  In the later case, this field also indicates whether a complete or
a partial retransmission of the SU set is required.  For a partial retransmission request, this field, which is
present in every PACK SU, further indicates the number of PACK SUs identifying the remainder of the
missing SSUs of the SU set to follow; each PACK SU can identify at most three missing SSUs.  A partial
retransmission from the GES is assembled by the AES as any other SU set; however, a retransmission SU set
is headed by an RTX SU rather than an ISU and the retransmitted SSUs' Sequence Numbers are as
prescribed in [Part I, Appendix C, Item 59].  Failure to receive an acknowledgement from the an AES would
cause the GES to solicit such acknowledgement by sending a request for acknowledgement (RQA) SU to that
AES.  The AES keeps track of the status of the RLS SU set that the AES is currently processing at a given Q
number in order to correctly respond to an RQA.

5.4.4 In an SU set, original or retransmitted, only the ISU, or the RTX SU, identifies the
destination AES ID.  In order to avoid erroneous processing due to the broadcast nature of the P channel, the
AES discards an SSU if received without previously receiving the corresponding (same reference number and
Q-number) ISU, or RTX SU.
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5.5 RR CHANNEL PROTOCOL CHANNEL PROTOCOL

5.5.1 The R channel link layer protocol is used in the from-aircraft direction for processing the
transmission of 1) the LIDUs received from the AES management, 2) the LIDUs received from the
circuit-mode services with routing parameter indicating transmission on the R channel, and 3) some of the
LIDUs carrying LSDUs of 33 or less octets received from the subnetwork Layer.  The R channel protocol
reliable link service (RLS) is used for processing the transmission of the LIDUs received from the subnetwork
layer only.  The transmission of all other LIDUs is processed according to the R channel protocol direct link
service (DLS).

5.5.2 The R channel is also used for the transmission of the following link layer signalling SUs:

a) P channel acknowledgements (PACKs);

b) T channel request for acknowledgement (RQA); and

c) T channel request for reservation (REQ).

The above SUs are transmitted in accordance with the R channel protocol DLS service.

5.5.3 At a given time, the R channel protocol at the AES may be processing the transmission of
several LSDUs (reference number is assigned and an SU set is generated from each LIDU to transmit the
LSDU).  However, for RLS, at each Q number only one LSDU is permitted to be in process for transmission
to the GES at one time.  Other RLS LSDUs with the same Q number will be stored in the AES until the
transmission of the current RLS LSDU at that Q number is over, either successfully or unsuccessfully.  Thus,
at the GES, only one RLS SU set per Q number per AES could be in the reassembly process at a given time
and the GES will discard an incomplete RLS SU set if it starts receiving another RLS SU set with the same
Q number from the same AES.  After either a successful or an unsuccessful transmission of an SU set, the
AES link layer releases all link layer resources associated with that SU set, i.e. the assigned reference number,
activated timers, memory allocation, etc.

5.5.4 For RLS, the R channel protocol implements a selective-repeat-ARQ scheme for error
control.  Accordingly, upon transmitting an SU set, the AES expects to receive an R channel
acknowledgement (RACK) SU from the GES.  The RACK SU may indicate either complete or incomplete
reception using its acknowledgement control field.  In the later case the RACK SU also indicates the missing
SUs of the SU set by identifying their sequence indicators.  The AES transmits the indicated missing SUs
without any alterations to their contents.  The largest SU set on the R channel contains three SUs, thus, the
GES may identify at the most two missing SUs in a RACK SU, one SU of the set must be correctly received
at the GES in order to detect an attempt of an SU set transmission.

5.5.5 The R channel is a multiple access channel, therefore, the GES concurrently receives SUs
from all AES assigned to one set of R channel frequencies.  Each received SU contains the source AES ID.
Thus, the received SUs are first sorted out according to their AES IDs and then independently processed.
[Part I, 5.8.3] contains the R channel protocol requirements corresponding to the processing of SUs from a
given AES.
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